
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of SW test engineer. To join our growing team, please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for SW test engineer

You will execute functional/ NF test procedures and/ or scripts either
manually or by automated tools
You will track and report on the test execution in a timely manner with
attention given to achieving a high level of quality
You will be responsible for executing functional/ NF test procedures and/ or
scripts either manually or by automated tools
You will analyze reports discrepancies to determine the root cause and will
evaluate script failures at a high level
You will be responsible for Performance Testing Cycle and methodology
(Script Creation / Data preparation / Test Execution / Monitoring /
Generating Results)
You will need to Plan, design and Execute load, volume and stress testing
Your must have the curiosity to research, analyze, and find practical solutions
using advanced technologies , Resolve complex problems , Prioritize
reasonably
Good knowledge in performance automation Tools like load runner/ soap UI /
event generation Win Runner / QTP to develop scripts for web based
applications are welcome
Good Knowledge in multi-operating system environments (windows / UNIX)
Work closely development to take part in the business scenarios review
meetings / Data Creation meetings / Planning Meetings

Qualifications for SW test engineer
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Experience with Signal processing (Image Recognition, Audio Analysis) is an
advantage
Bachelor’s degree in engineering, computer science or closely related
discipline with 3 to 5 years of experience or Masters with 1 to 2 years’
experience
ISTQB test certificate preferred
Software test certification preferred
Strong customer facing skills, ability to influence and motivate clients and
employees, excellent oral and written communication skills, ability to work
independently


